The world of 3D graphic computing has undergone a revolution in the recent past, making devices more computationally intensive, providing high-end imaging to the user. The OpenGL ES Standard documents the requirements of graphic processing unit. A prime feature of this standard is a special function unit (SFU), which performs all the required mathematical computations on the vertex information corresponding to the image. This paper presents a low-cost, high-performance SFU architecture with improved speed and reduced area. Hybrid number system is employed here in order to reduce the complexity of operations by suitably switching between logarithmic number system (LNS) and binary number system (BNS). In this work, reduction of area and a higher operating frequency are achieved with almost the same power consumption as that of the existing implementations.
Introduction
The various technology advancements have made the world of graphic computation more intensive. Most recent advancements of the graphic processing unit [1] include high level dynamic parallelism, which makes GPU computing easier and broadens the reach [2] . Since these GPUs are more power consuming, there has been an increasing demand for the real time 3D graphics application for mobile devices which have more stringent power constraints [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In order to meet these requirements, the application programming interface (API) has set up a standard OpenGL-ES (embedded system) [8] . At the time of this work, the latest standard was OpenGL-ES 3.1. One of the most popular versions of this standard is OpenGL-ES 2.0, which consists of a vertex shader and a fragment shader processor as the two major programmable components, along with pipelining. The programmable processors used for GPUs are termed as "shaders. " The "dot product" computation, which is one of the key operations on mobile GPU, is carried out in a vectored processing unit. The lighting related operations require more complex instructions like square root, exponentiation, reciprocals, and multiply-accumulate to be performed, which are taken care of by the special function unit.
In the literature, [9] makes use of a hybrid number system (HNS) which consists of both binary and logarithmic number systems. The log and antilog conversion blocks, however, are based on a lookup table approach, which is lengthy.
This work focuses on the design of a vertex shader processor for mobile applications, consisting of logarithmic arithmetic unit and floating point arithmetic unit. In order to reduce the power consumption, the lookup table approach for the conversion of binary to log scale is done away with and an equation based method is made use of, which leads to significant reduction in the area and power.
The rest of the paper is organized into seven sections. Section 2 describes the overall architecture of SFU. The architecture of logarithmic and antilogarithmic converters is illustrated in Section 3. Section 4 describes logarithmic arithmetic unit followed by a floating point arithmetic unit in Section 5. The results are discussed in Section 6 with Section 7 concluding the paper.
Architecture
In this section, the architecture of the designed special function unit (SFU) is explained. The architecture, as a whole, can be divided into 4 main modules, namely, log converter (LOGC), antilogarithmic converter (ALOGC), floating point unit (FPU), and logarithmic number unit (LNU), as shown in Figure 1 . In this architecture, we have used the IEEE standard of representing floating point numbers, IEEE 754 standard, and the corresponding logic for conversions between the two formats has also been formulated. The IEEE 754 standard is depicted in Table 1 .
The logarithmic converter, at its most basic functional level, converts a 16-bit floating point number into a 16-bit logarithmic number. The base of the logarithmic number in this design is 2 since the processing is internally in binary arithmetic. This logarithmic operation is performed so as to reduce the complexity of operations such as powering and computation of square root, since these operations reduce to simple algebraic operations in logarithmic number system. For example, ( * ) reduces to (log + log ) and reduces to ( * log ), and so forth. The operations presented in this paper are listed in Table 2 .
Although logarithmic conversions reduce the complexity in few operations, it also complicates certain simple operations such as addition and subtraction, as can be seen from Table 2 . Therefore, using LNS for all the operations may not be an optimal choice. This brings the need of embedding both logarithmic number system and floating point number system, thus making it a hybrid number system. The usage of these number systems is dictated by a control logic which takes in the operation to be performed as an input and suitably activates the required number system.
The logarithmic arithmetic unit (LAU) is involved in processing of logarithmic numbers. The outputs of LAU are Sign (1 bit) Integer (5 bits) Fraction (10 bits) Table 2 : Selection of number system based on operation.
Operation Number systems System used BNS LNS Multiply
in logarithmic scale which is later converted back in an antilogarithmic converter. However, when the operations to be performed are simple and straightforward there is no need for logarithmic/antilogarithmic conversions. In [9] , the operands are passed through all the blocks irrespective of the operation being performed. But, in this design, for simple operations, the operands are directed to FAU bypassing LAU. This prevents unnecessary switching operations in LAU, thereby reducing power. If the logarithmic number system is used, it is preceded with a logarithmic converter and followed by an antilogarithmic converter. If the FAU is being used, logarithmic/antilogarithmic conversions are not required. In this architecture, three stages of pipelining have been introduced-one stage consisting of the logarithmic converters, second stage consisting of LAU, and the final stage consisting of antilogarithmic converters. However, pipelining is made internal in FAU. The internal architecture of individual modules is explained in the subsequent sections.
Logarithmic and Antilogarithmic Converters
As discussed in Section 2, operations such as calculation of power, square root, multiplication, and division can be tedious and time consuming if the conventional binary number system (BNS) is adopted. Hence, it brings in the need for logarithmic number system which effectively reduces the complexity of such operations. The most basic block in the logarithmic number system is logarithmic/antilogarithmic converter. The logarithmic converter (LOGC) is used to convert a 16-bit binary number into a 16-bit logarithmic number. The width size of 16-bits corresponds to the usage of IEEE 754 floating point standard representation. The antilogarithmic converter (ALOGC) performs the reverse of operation of LOGC. Logarithmic converters can be implemented in multiple ways. The Lookup table (LUT) approach has been employed in [9] . However, LUTs can have a massive area overhead as the size of the operands and the number of operations increase. Since the core application of this design is vertex processing, although there can be a small-scale precision variation, it can be traded for higher speed. In this paper, we propose an architecture that uses an equation based method (EBM) that eliminates the need for large LUTs, thereby, reducing considerable number of gates.
The architecture of LOGC and ALOGC is based on Algorithm 1. For logarithmic conversion the coefficients of and are calculated depending on the computation of the value . The coefficients of and for LOGC are given in Table 3 . A similar but reverse approach is used for antilogarithmic conversion. The coefficients of and for ALOGC are given in Table 4 . Algorithm 1. It computes the base-2 logarithmic value of a nonzero binary number.
Consider to be a nonzero binary number.
Step 1. = −1 , . . . , +1 , where : 0/1; , = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . ; ≥ .
It follows logically that Step 2. Splitting the MSB and the other LSBs,
Step 3. Reducing the equation by taking 2 as a common factor,
Step 4. = 2 (1 + ) → log 2 = + log 2 (1 + ).
Step 5. Approximating the equation obtained in Step 5 using a linear approximation,
The basic architecture of the proposed LOGC is as shown in Figure 2 . Since the operands use IEEE 754 format, 1-bit of sign, 5-bits of exponent and 10-bits of mantissa and processed separately. The architecture consists of two main units. 
Computational Unit.
In this unit, the mantissa in the logarithmic number is computed. The mantissa of the input is processed by the EBM as explained above. According to the value of the input mantissa, the corresponding equations are implemented and the logarithmic mantissa is obtained.
Combiner Block.
As mentioned earlier, the exponent and mantissa parts are computed separately and combined at the final stage. In this block, the exponent bits of the logarithmic number are computed taking into consideration the sign bit. Depending on the sign bit, either of the two operations is executed. In the positive way, the exponent bits are simply obtained by subtracting the base of IEEE 754 format (base = 15) whereas in the negative way, 1's complement of the positive logarithmic exponent is considered as the final exponent. Since 1's complement is considered for the exponent, 2's complement of mantissa is considered to correct the consistency of the answer. , four multiplications that correspond to the Taylor series expansion ∑
Logarithmic Arithmetic Unit

=1
and one powering operation as four additions of + , four MAC operations of log + * log , and one multiplication as * log , respectively. The word sizes of and are, respectively, 6-bits and 16-bits. For powering operation of , the range of the exponent is extended to 12-bits and its output will be obtained in the channel 1 . As shown in Figure 3 , the multiplication required for the MAC and powering operations are performed by using a radix-4 booth multiplier of 16 × 6 input. A series of carry save adders (CSA) and carry propagate adders (CPA) are used to sum up the partial products obtained after multiplication. The control logic block is used to determine which operation is to be performed in the LAU and is responsible for routing of the signals and inputs to the corresponding adder blocks. For this end, a global control signal is made use of. If this control is 00, powering operation is performed, if 01, the Taylor series expansion is to be done, and if 10, the dot product operation is carried out. 
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Floating Point Arithmetic Unit
Floating point arithmetic unit unpacks the operands in the IEEE 754 format into mantissa and exponent to carry out the computation of the two, independent of each other. At the end, it packs the resultant mantissa and exponent back to IEEE 754 format. The architecture of the FAU is as shown in Figure 4 . The basic flow of the computation includes setting the tentative resultant exponent as the larger exponent of the two operands and shifting right the mantissa of the smaller operand by the difference between the two exponents. The extracted exponents are subtracted and the sign bit of the operation is used to determine which of the two exponents is to be set as tentative exponent of the result through a multiplexer. The swap block determines the mantissa to be shifted right according to the sign bit from the subtractor. The shifter right shifts the mantissa of the smaller operand by the amount equal to the difference of the extracted exponents. The control logic determines which operation has to be performed on the mantissa and the sign bit of the result depending on the sign bit of the two operands based on the truth tables shown in Table 5 . When the exponent of the two operands is equal the sign of the operation performed on the mantissa is used to determine the sign of the result. The final result is normalized by detecting the number of leading zeros and then shifting the mantissa accordingly to obtain the resultant mantissa. The number of leadings is subtracted from the tentative exponent to obtain the final resultant exponent.
Results and Discussion
This work has been implemented in TSMC 180 nm CMOS process technology. The RTL synthesis was performed using Cadence RTL Compiler and the physical design of gate level netlist (GLN) to Gerber Data Stream Information Interchange (GDSII) was carried out using Cadence SoCEncounter. Table 6 reports the area occupied, number of cells used, and percentage of occupancy of the units of SFU. Table 7 reports the area of logic elements, inverters, sequential elements, and clock gating elements. The total power of SFU as well as the individual blocks is as shown in Table 8 . Tables 9 and 10 illustrate the comparison with respect to area, power, and frequency between this work and the work presented in [9] . It is observed that there is approximately 68% reduction in area. A higher frequency is achieved at the cost of slight increase in power. As mentioned in Section 3, due to the linear approximation used in the EBM, there is a trade-off between accuracy and hardware complexity. An error analysis has been carried out to quantify this trade-off. Since we are using IEEE 754 floating point format representation, the coefficients in the linear approximation are quantized to 10 bits which leads to a quantization error. An inherent error also occurs due to approximation which is also considered in the error analysis. Table 11 shows the percentage errors for different ranges of the variable in Algorithm 1. A detailed analysis on mean square error and its mathematical formulation has been done in [11] . We observe that the percentage error is less than 2% which is acceptable according to the standards. It can also be observed that, in each interval, the maximum error occurs about the mid-point of the interval.
Conclusion
A special function unit using hybrid number system was implemented. To improve the area and power consumed by lookup tables, an equation based method was employed in the logarithmic and antilogarithmic converters. A control logic was used to choose between the logarithmic and binary number systems depending on the operation to be performed. It is reported that there has been a significant improvement in the overall performance of the SFU. The design occupies a die area of 870 m × 872 m ( Figure 5 ). 
